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An evaluation of the density functional approach in the zero order
regular approximation for relativistic effects: Magnetic interactions
in small metal compounds
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The performance of the density functional approach in the relativistic zero order regular
approximation for the evaluation of electron spin resonance~ESR! parameters in small metal
compounds has been evaluated critically by comparison with experimental data and available
theoretical results for 22 linear molecules, characterized by a2S electronic ground state. For most
of the molecules studied the calculated magnetic parameters are in good (A tensors! or reasonable
(g tensors! agreement with experiment. Effects of spin-orbit coupling and spin polarization on the
calculated hyperfine interaction are investigated. These two effects can only be evaluated separately,
since the present method does not allow us to take spin-polarization effects into account in spin-orbit
coupled density functional calculations. However, while spin-polarization effects are important for
all the molecules investigated, spin-orbit effects are non-negligible only for the molecules
containing heavier metal atoms. The ESR parameters, evaluated using different ‘‘standard’’
exchange-correlation potentials, have only shown little dependence on the specific functional. Direct
relativistic contributions to the hyperfine parameters are often large, especially for the heavier
metals, but also ‘‘secondary’’ contributions to the ligand hyperfine parameters can be large if the
ligand is bound to a heavy element. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron spin resonance~ESR! spectroscopy is an impor
tant tool in experimental studies of the electronic structure
systems containing unpaired electrons and of the influenc
the molecular environment on it. A large amount of ES
data is now available for transition metal complexes, sta
organic radicals, transient reaction intermediates, solid s
and surface defects. However, the interpretation of the
perimental spectra in order to extract this kind of informati
is not always straightforward, and can be greatly improv
by theoretical calculations. Hyperfine parameters have b
computed recently for a relatively small set of transiti
metal complexes by various methods. In particular, a num
of density functional theory~DFT! studies on transition
metal hyperfine parameters have appeared, using the
spin density approximation, generalized gradient approxim
tions ~GGA!, and several hybrid functionals.1–3 Reasonable
agreement between theory and experiment for the ESR
rameters (g and A tensors! has been found, provided that
sufficiently large basis set is employed. Munzarova´ and
Kaupp3 systematically studied the hyperfine interaction in
number of small 3d transition metal complexes. The
showed that none of the functionals they tested perform
well for all complexes. However, with the computationa
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much more demanding coupled cluster method they co
get good results. In these studies relativistic effects or sp
orbit effects have not been included or have been estim
by rough methods. Further systematic studies are there
needed in order to judge the ability of the available DF
approaches to describe the ESR parameters for heavy m
systems. Such a systematic study has recently been
formed by Patschkovskii and Ziegler,4 who calculated theg
tensors of a series ofd1 transition metal complexes, an
found them to be in reasonable agreement with experim
Relativistic effects were taken into account with a quasire
tivistic approach, based on the Pauli Hamiltonian. Howev
it is well known that the Pauli Hamiltonian is not bounde
from below. One way to avoid variational collapse is t
direct perturbation theory approach proposed by Rutkow5

and Kutzelnigg.6 Another solution, which is used in this pa
per, is the use of the zero order regular approxima
~ZORA! Hamiltonian,7–10which is bounded from below.11 A
different variationally stable approximate relativistic meth
developed for atomic and molecular calculations by Hes12

uses the Douglas–Kroll transformation.13 Also fully relativ-
istic ab initio and DFT calculations of molecular propertie
are increasingly used. Although there exists extensive lite
ture on fully relativistic atomic and solid state calculations
hyperfine interactions, Ref. 14 is one of the few examp
where fully relativistic calculations were reported for th
evaluation of molecular hyperfine interactions.
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In this paper, we present a critical validation study of t
density functional approach using the ZORA method7–10 for
relativistic effects, including a series of small~diatomic and
triatomic! metal compounds. This method has been pre
ously applied in the study of neutral atoms Cu, Ag, and A
of some small test molecules NO2, HCO, and TiF3 , and of
some paramagnetic clusters consisting of five or seven at
of the group IB metals.15,16 The calculated ESR paramete
were in good agreement with experimental results, thus
senting the DFT ZORA approach as a promising tool in
theoretical evaluation of the magnetic interactions in pa
magnetic molecules. Within this approach, it is possible
treat the relativistic effects at the scalar relativistic level
with the inclusion of the spin-orbit operator. The only lim
tation is due to the fact that it is not yet possible to inclu
simultaneously spin-polarization effects and spin-orbit c
pling, i.e., in the spin-orbit coupled equation only spi
restricted density functionals are available, while in the s
lar equation also spin-unrestricted density functionals can
used. As a result, the spin-orbit effects and the sp
polarization effects can only be evaluated separately, bu
this stage it is interesting to establish their relative imp
tance, and thus to get a feeling of their magnitude for
series of considered metal compounds.

The selection of the molecules used in the present st
has been determined mainly by the availability of expe
mental data on small systems, which have a well-resol
hyperfine structure for the metal and, if possible, also for
ligands. For all the systems, the ESR parameters have
taken from condensed-phase and/or gas-phase mea
ments. Two different trapping sites, namely inert-gas~Ar or
Ne! matrices, are involved. Environmental effects, bo
structural and electronical, thus have to be expected, in
encing the values of the hyperfine parameters and, as a
sequence, we cannot aim at a better agreement with ex
ments than about 10%–15%. Besides, the compu
geometrical structures and the corresponding hyperfine
rameters do not include any vibrational corrections, wh
together with the experimental error bars in the structure
hyperfine parameters, contribute to the uncertainties in
comparison between calculation and experiment. In more
tail, the considered molecules are ZnH, CdH, HgH, Zn
CdF, HgF, ZnAg, CdAg, HgAg, ZnCN, CdCN, HgCN, ScO
YO, LaO, BO, AlO, GaO, InO, BS, PdH, and RhC. They a
all neutral and characterized by a2S electronic state. Thes
orbital containing the unpaired electron ranges from cova
to largely ionic, and exhibits various types ofs,p,d hybrid-
ization. Therefore these molecules represent simple m
systems that can be used to test the performance of our m
ods for the intricate bonding patterns that occur, for instan
in complexes of these metals.

II. COMPUTATIONAL AND METHODOLOGICAL
DETAILS

Molecular structures used in the calculations were ta
from experiment where available or have otherwise been
timized in unrestricted Kohn–Sham calculations w
Becke’s gradient correction to the exchange part of
potential17 and Perdew’s gradient correction to th
nloaded 12 Aug 2011 to 130.37.94.98. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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correlation18,19 included self-consistently. The bond length
used for all the considered molecules are reported in Tab
where a specification of the experimental or optimized nat
of the values is also given. For the InO bond distance,
used the value as used in Ref. 20~1.877 Å!. Geometry opti-
mizations were performed by holding all electrons in t
variational space and including relativistic effects in the s
lar ZORA approximation. All calculations, both single-poi
and geometry optimization, were performed using the A
sterdam Density Functional~ADF! program.21–23In the ADF
code, molecular orbitals are expanded in terms of Slater t
orbitals ~STOs! and the one-electron Kohn–Sham equatio
are solved self-consistently using highly efficient numeri
techniques.24 The Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair parametrization25

of the exchange and correlation energy of the homogene
electron gas26 was employed in the local density approxim
tion. Various nonlocal corrections to the exchange and c
relation potentials have been included in different calcu
tions, in order to investigate their performance for metal a
ligand ESR hyperfine coupling constants. The GGAs for
change of Becke17 ~denoted Becke88!, and of Perdew~both
the one denoted PW86x, the correction advocated in 198
Perdew–Wang,27 and the one denoted PW91x, the correcti
proposed in 1991 by Perdew–Wang28! were combined with
the corrections for correlation of Perdew~both the one de-
noted Perdew86, the correction presented in 1986
Perdew,18,19 and the one denoted PW91c, the correction
Perdew–Wang 199128!, and with LYP, the Lee–Yang–Par
1988 correction for correlation.29 The spin unrestricted ap
proach has been applied in order to investigate the s
polarization effects.

Relativistic effects have been taken into account by
ZORA approach of the Dirac equation. The regular exp

TABLE I. Bond distances used in the calculations.

MX ~Y! M–X ~Å! X–Y ~Å!

ZnH 1.595a •••
CdH 1.781a •••
HgH 1.766a •••
ZnF 1.799b •••
CdF 2.014b •••
HgF 2.077b •••
ZnAg 2.550b •••
CdAg 2.727b •••
HgAg 2.801b •••
ZnCN 1.963b 1.167b

CdCN 2.180b 1.168b

HgCN 2.181b 1.168b

ScO 1.668a •••
YO 1.788a •••
LaO 1.826a •••
BO 1.204a •••
AlO 1.618a •••
GaO 1.744a •••
InO 1.877c •••
BS 1.609a •••
PdH 1.529a •••
RhC 1.613a

aExperimental value, Ref. 46.
bOptimized bond distance. This work.
cSame value as used in Ref. 20.
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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sion, which leads to the ZORA Hamiltonian, remains va
even for a Coulombic potential. Both the scalar relativis
~SR! approach, which employs the single point group sy
metry and includes only the so-called scalar relativistic c
rections, and the spin-orbit approach, which solves the s
orbit coupled equations and uses double-group symme
have been applied. In all relativistic calculations, scalar
well as spin orbit, the relativistic atomic core densities a
the relativistic atomic potentials have been generated w
the auxiliary programDIRAC30 for fully relativistic Dirac cal-
culations. The ZORA formalism requires special basis s
primarily to include much steeper core-like functions. T
basis sets we used in our molecular calculations can be
scribed as follows: for each atom we employed a triplez
all-electron Slater-type orbital basis, quadruplez for the va-
lence orbitals, together with four polarization or diffuse fun
tions. The exponents of these STOs were fitted to numer
scalar relativistic ZORA orbitals. To obtain high accura
extra 1s STOs with high exponents were added to mak
total of five 1s STOs for cadmium and silver and six 1s
STOs for mercury. These functions with large exponents
needed because fors orbitals in the~SR! ZORA and Dirac
calculations the wave function has a weak singularity
r→0.16 Of course, even after the addition of extra comp
1s functions, the basis set is not complete and a small e
remains. The region near the nucleus is important for
hyperfine interaction, since for smallr the corresponding op
erator behaves effectively as anr 22 potential fors electrons
in the ~regular! relativistic case. For example, for mercu
the remaining basis set incompleteness error can be
mated for a point charge~and point magnetic dipole! to be
approximately 5%.

In this respect it may also be important to consider
use of a more realistic finite size of the nucleus, instead
point nuclear model as we employed in our calculatio
which has large effects on the wave function for smallr.
These effects have been investigated by Zhang and Pyp
Ref. 31 using numerical atomic Dirac–Fock calculatio
They found that for the neutral copper, silver, and gold
oms, the use of a finite nucleus instead of a point nucl
leads to a decrease in the calculated hyperfine structure
stants of 0.7%, 2%, and 13%, respectively. For mercury
can predict that this effect is probably in the same order
magnitude as for gold.

Spin-orbit coupled equations within the ZORA approx
mation are used for the evaluation of theg tensor, which
parametrizes the Zeeman interaction, and of the hyperfinA
tensor, which parametrizes the interaction between the~ef-
fective! electronic spin of the paramagnetic molecule of
terest and a magnetic nucleus in the molecule. TheA tensor
is also calculated in nonrelativistic and scalar relativistic c
culations. The method used here is described in deta
Refs. 15 and 16, where one also can find how the problem
gauge dependence was solved by using gauge inclu
atomic orbitals. For many systems the spin-orbit coupling
usually the most important factor for shifting theg tensor
components away from the free electron valuege . On theA
tensor its effect is often small, but can sometimes be sign
cant. In the latter cases, theA tensor is calculated by mean
nloaded 12 Aug 2011 to 130.37.94.98. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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of second order perturbation theory32–35 or is roughly esti-
mated by means of a semiempirical approach follow
Abragam and Pryce36 for the inclusion of spin-orbit cou-
pling. In the ZORA spin-orbit coupled equation, the spi
orbit coupling is taken into account variationally, so th
simple first order perturbation theory is needed for the eff
of the magnetic nucleus. Use of only spin-restricted den
functionals can be made in these equations, since a sim
method to include both spin-polarization effects and sp
orbit coupling in a density functional calculation is not y
available. Therefore, the effect of spin polarization on t
hyperfine interactions is only included in our nonrelativis
and scalar relativistic calculations without spin-orbit co
pling.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic structure calculations

Before entering the discussion of theg and A tensors,
presented in the following sections, it is useful to give
general comment on the electronic structure of the inve
gated molecules. They are all2S radicals, having the un-
paired electron in as molecular orbital~MO!. Among them
we can recognize different sets of compounds on the bas
the different nature of the singly occupied MO. The comp
sition of the singly occupieds orbital of all the calculated
molecules is shown in Table II, using a Mulliken populatio

TABLE II. Mulliken population analysis of the singly occupieds orbitals
of all the compounds considered.

MX ~Y! orbital M ns (%) M nps (%) X (%)

H 1s
ZnH 8s 42 29 29
CdH 11s 42 27 32
HgH 15s 31 24 44

F 2ps

ZnF 10s 70 13 15
CdF 13s 69 11 19
HgF 17s 55 9 31

Ag 5s
ZnAg 17s 19 15 66
CdAg 20s 20 14 66
HgAg 24s 11 11 79

CN 5s
ZnCN 12s 56 25 18
CdCN 15s 58 20 21
HgCN 19s 45 19 32

M (n21)ds

ScO 9s 84 7 8
YO 12s 87 6 7
LaO 15s 86 8 5

O 2ps

BO 5s 62 28 5
AlO 7s 44 17 32
GaO 10s 28 17 48
InO 13s 28 17 48

S nps

BS 7s 47 34 13
Pd 4ds H 1s

PdH 10s 35 38 26
Rh 4ds C 2ps

RhC 12s 56 11 27
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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analysis, which is available in the ADF program. This Mu
liken method makes use of the atomic orbitals that are
ployed to describe the singly occupied moleculars orbital.
The overlap population of two atomic orbitals is divided h
and half between the two corresponding atomic orbital po
lations. As is well known, this Mulliken method depen
greatly on the basis sets used, especially for large basis
~see for example Ref. 37!. We therefore chose only to sho
the Mulliken population analysis based on the calculat
where a double-zeta basis set was used. In these calcula
the spin restricted scalar relativistic ZORA method was us
Due to the limitations mentioned before this Mulliken pop
lation analysis can only give a semiquantitative understa
ing of the calculated results. On the other hand, it enable
to understand the trends in the results in a relatively sim
picture.

One set of molecules consists of the group 12 (ns)2

atoms Zn, Cd, Hg, which are bound to atoms~or to a ligand!
with one electron in as atomic orbital~AO! or in a MO, like
H (1s), F (2ps), Ag (5s), CN (5s), and the antibonding
MO will be singly occupied. These singly occupied MOs a
not degenerate or nearly degenerate with other orbitals
therefore we expect little deviation from the free-electronge

value. Higher in energy we find emptyp orbitals, which
mainly consist ofnpp character of the Zn, Cd, or Hg atom
When the ‘‘ligand’’ is Ag thesep orbitals also contain con
siderable Ag 5pp character.

The second set of molecules are the oxides of the gr
3 (np)1 atoms, B, Al, Ga, In~one sulfide, BS!, with the
unpaired electron in as orbital with ns, nps hybrid charac-
ter on the group 3 atom and 2ps character on O~or 3ps

character on S!. The orbital will bens,O-2ps antibonding,
and nps ,O-2ps bonding. A clear trend in the compositio
of this singly occupied orbital that can be observed in Ta
II is the increase in the oxygen 2ps character and the de
crease in the metalnps character going down the group, i
agreement with a relative lowering of thens so that it be-
comes energetically closer to the O-2p and has a larger ga
with the nps .

Important for theg tensor calculations is the highe
fully occupied p orbital, since it is close in energy to th
singly occupieds orbital. This orbital has mainly oxygen
2pp character, with some contribution from the metalnpp .

In the unrestricted calculations for GaO and InO the s
cial situation is found that the highest occupieda s orbital is
lower in energy than the highest occupieda andb p orbit-
als, whereas the corresponding emptyb s orbital remains
higher in energy than thosep orbitals. Thea s orbital is so
stabilized due to the unrestricted functional used in th
calculations; in the restricted case, the expected order o
orbitals can be found where the singly occupiedns,O-2ps

antibondings orbital is higher in energy than the nonbon
ing ~actually slightlynpp ,O-2pp bonding! p orbital.

In the free atom comparison method~FACM! the experi-
mental hyperfine interaction parameters are used to estim
the atomic character of the unpaired electron. Knig
et al.38,20 used this method to estimate the atomic orb
character of the singly occupied moleculars orbital of BO,
AlO, GaO, and InO. These FACM predictions reproduce
nloaded 12 Aug 2011 to 130.37.94.98. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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bonding trend that is shown in Table II for this series
metal oxide radicals: going from BO to InO the oxygen 2ps

character increases and the metalns valence character de
creases. However, the magnitudes do not exactly match
results. This is not surprising in light of the approxima
nature of the FACM method and the limitations of the Mu
liken population analysis, which was used for the results
Table II.

A third set of molecules is represented by the group
~Sc, Y, La! oxides, with the electron in an nonbondings
orbital. Table II shows that this orbital is mostly the valen
s orbital of the metal with only small contributions ofp and
d and virtually no oxygen character. For theg tensor calcu-
lation the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals~LUMOs!,
which are orbitals ofd symmetry, are not important, sinc
these will not mix in the unpaired spinor in a spin-orb
coupled calculation. Slightly higher in energy than the L
MOs, is an empty level ofp symmetry, which is important
in theg tensor calculations. For ScO and YO this orbital h
mixed metal (n21)dp and metalnpp character. For LaO
this emptyp orbital has mainly metal 5dp and metal 4f p

character.
Electronic structure and nuclear hyperfine calculatio

have been previously performed for this set of molecules
Knight et al.2 The computational methods they employ
were unrestricted Hartree–Fock, unrestricted density fu
tional with Becke’s three-parameter exchange function
and the gradient corrected Lee–Yang–Parr correlation fu
tional ~UB3LYP! and restricted open-shell Hartree–Fo
with configuration interaction singles. An electronic structu
comparison with their results shows that there is agreem
with respect to the nature of the singly occupieds orbital,
namely that it is almost entirely localized on the metal ato

In addition we calculated PdH and RhC molecule
which have the unpaired electron in as orbital of Pd 4dz2,
5s, and H 1s character and Rh 4dz2, 5s, and C 2pz charac-
ter, respectively. Table II shows that for PdH the metal 4ds

contribution in the unpaired electron is much larger than
RhC. In PdH there is a fully occupiedp orbital, which lies
close in energy to the singly occupieds orbital. This p
orbital, which is important in theg tensor calculations, can
be described almost purely as a palladium 4dp orbital. In the
g tensor calculations for RhC the low lying emptyp orbital
is of importance, which consists of rhodium 5pp ~14%!, 4dp

~27%!, and carbon 2pp ~59%! character.

B. g tensor analysis

In Table III results are given for theg values of all the
molecules we investigate, comparing them with the exp
mental values, where available.39,20,2 For each of the mol-
ecules studied the experimentalgi and g' values demon-
strated the expected characteristics for a radical in a2S
electronic state experiencing small spin-orbit coupling
fects, that is allg values are close toge . In particular, the
parallel component of theg tensor,gi , is close toge , and
only in a few cases does it deviate more when spin-o
coupling is not negligible, such as in the Hg compoun
GaO, InO, and PdH. In those molecules the negative de
tion of gi from ge (Dgi5gi2ge) is nicely reproduced by the
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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calculation. The perpendicular component of theg tensor,
g' , generally deviates more fromge , in particular for the
heavy element cases, like Hg compounds, GaO, InO, P
and RhC, and usually with negativeDg' , except experimen-
tally for the last two molecules~PdH and RhC!. The trends
are nicely reproduced by the calculations, although the ne
tive Dg' is not always quantitatively reproduced. The cas
with an experimentally clear positiveDg' ~PdH and RhC!
are also quantitatively correctly reproduced with the calcu
tions.

TABLE III. Results of restricted relativistic ZORA spin-orbit coupled ca
culations forg tensor components of the considered compounds and ex
mental data available.

gi g'

ZnH spin orbit 2.0019 1.9774
expa 2.0003 1.9852

CdH spin orbit 1.9999 1.9306
expa 1.9970 1.9524

HgH spin orbit 1.9723 1.7505
expa 1.976~2! 1.8280

ZnF spin orbit 2.0020 1.9955
expa 2.002~1! 1.996~1!

CdF spin orbit 2.0014 1.9809
expa 2.001~3! 1.985~2!

HgF spin orbit 1.9883 1.9362
expa 1.993~1! 1.961~1!

ZnAg spin orbit 2.0020 1.9805
expa 2.0025 1.9905

CdAg spin orbit 2.0010 1.9510
expa 2.0014 1.9711

HgAg spin orbit 1.9919 1.8585
expa 1.9958 1.9136

ZnCN spin orbit 2.0020 1.9869
CdCN spin orbit 2.0008 1.9619

expa ••• 1.9681
HgCN spin orbit 1.9839 1.8651

expa 1.8789

ScO spin orbit 2.0022 2.0024
expb 2.0018 2.0018

YO spin orbit 2.0021 2.0029
expb 2.0016 2.0021

LaO spin orbit 2.0016 1.9960
expb 2.000~4! 1.999~2!

BO spin orbit 2.0022 1.9998
expc 2.0020 2.0006

AlO spin orbit 2.0020 2.0031
expc 2.0020 2.0011

GaO spin orbit 1.9963 1.9139
expc 1.9990 1.9680

InO spin orbit 1.9570 1.7248
expc 1.975~3! 1.810~2!

BS spin orbit 2.0018 1.9899
expa 2.0016 1.9942

PdH spin orbit 1.9746 2.2971
expa 1.965~2! 2.2932

RhC spin orbit 2.0003 2.0526
expa 2.0039 2.0541

aExperimental values taken from Ref. 39.
bExperimental values taken from Ref. 2.
cExperimental values taken from Ref. 20.
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For a deeper understanding of these observations we
look at the unpaired electron that results from the sp
restricted spin-orbit coupled calculations. For these m
ecules, which all have a Kramers doublet ground state,
calculation without magnetic field gives two degenera
spinors, which are eigenfunctions ofj z ( j z5 l z1sz) with ei-
genvaluesj z511/2 and j z521/2, respectively. These two
spinors, connected to each other by time-reversal symme
have mainlys character, with a little mixing due to spin
orbit coupling ofp character. In Refs. 15 and 16 it is show
how the parameters of the effective spin Hamiltonian w
effective spinS̃51/2 are calculated using only the two d
generate spinors. For these molecules the calculatedgi is
almost exactly equal toge times the amount ofs character in
the calculated spinors. Since the sum of thes and p char-
acter in a spinor is equal to 1, it is not difficult to understa
why in the calculationsgi is always lower thange . At the
same time this means that the calculatedDgi is a measure for
the calculatedp character of the unpaired electron. TheDg'

is not that easily interpreted; it greatly depends on the ex
composition of thes andp character of the spinor.

For the first set of molecules which contain one group
metal~MX, with M 5Zn, Cd, Hg and X5H, F, Ag, CN!, the
situation is still relatively simple. If we treat spin-orbit cou
pling as a perturbation, we can start with the scalar rela
istic situation in which the unpaired electron is in as orbital.
Spin-orbit coupling is now strongest between thes orbital
and the low lying emptyp orbital, which has mainly meta
npp character. The coupling matrix element between th
orbitals arises from the spin-orbit coupling between t
metalnps character of thes orbital and the metalnpp char-
acter of the emptyp orbital. The spinor withj z511/2 is
thus approximately

S as~M!1bpz~M!1cs~X!

d~px1 ipy!~M!
D . ~1!

This means that theg values can be approximately calculate
as

gi'ge~a21b21c2!, ~2a!

g''gi22gebd. ~2b!

The relative magnitudes of thea,b,c coefficients originate
from thes orbital and their signs will reflect the antibondin
between metalns and X s and bonding between metalnps

and Xs in that molecular orbital. The relative sign ofb and
d, however, is determined by the spin-orbit coupling. In th
case the spin-orbit coupling with the empty metalnpp or-
bital will stabilize the lower lyings orbital. As in the com-
parable case of the stabilizedp1/2,1/2 atomic orbital arising
from spin-orbit coupling in a degeneratep manifold, theb
and d coefficients have the same sign. This means that
calculatedg' will be lower than ge . In the notation of
Weltner39 this is a situation where there is interaction b
tween the ground2S state and a2P r excited state.

Table II shows that the metalnps character ('b2) is
roughly the same for a given ligand, whether the metal is
Cd, or Hg. Also the orbital energy differences between
singly occupieds orbital and lowest unoccupiedp orbital in

ri-
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the scalar relativistic calculations are not very different fo
given ligand, whether the metal is Zn, Cd, or Hg. On t
other hand, the spin-orbit interaction betweennps andnpp

increases from Zn to Cd to Hg, which will result in higherp
character ('2d2) of the unpaired electron. This explain
qualitatively the largerDg' values going from the zinc com
pounds to the cadmium compounds to the mercury co
pounds.

For a given metal, there is some correlation between
differences in theDg' values and thenps character ('b2)
of the unpaired electron. This can be understood, since in
simple model of Eq.~2! Dg' is proportional tob. For a more
quantitative analysis of the calculated values given in Ta
III one should also include the effects due to the metad
character and possible ligandp character in the singly occu
pied s and lowest unoccupiedp orbital, the orbital energy
differences between these two orbitals, possible overlap
fects, and the interaction with otherp orbitals.

The calculatedg values for PdH can also be understo
in a relatively simple manner. In contrast to the previo
case, where the occupied (n21)dp level is too far below the
singly occupied orbital to have an important spin-orbit co
pling with the latter, now spin-orbit coupling is stronge
between the metalnds character of thes orbital and the
highest occupiedp orbital, which has mainly metalndp

character. In this case the spinor withj z511/2 is approxi-
mately

S as~Pd!1bdz2~Pd!1cs~H!

d~dxz1 idyz!~Pd! D , ~3!

and theg values can be approximately calculated as

gi'ge~a21b21c2!, ~4a!

g''gi22A3gebd. ~4b!

The spin-orbit interaction in this case destabilizes thes or-
bital to form the spinor of Eq.~3!, andb andd have opposite
sign, as in the destabilizedd5/2,1/2 spinor. As a corollary the
calculatedg' will be higher thange . In the notation of
Weltner39 there is interaction between the ground2S state
and a2P i excited state.

Next we consider the oxides of the group 3 atoms, B,
Ga, In, and one sulfide BS. Here we have strong spin-o
interaction of the singly occupieds and the highest fully
occupiedp orbital, which both have mixed metal and ligan
character. In the notation of Weltner39 we still have an inter-
action between the ground2S state and a2P i excited state.
However, as we will see, this does not automatically me
that a positiveDg' is calculated. The spinor withj z5
11/2 is approximately

S as~M!1bpz~M!1cpz~X!

d~px1 ipy!~M!1e~px1 ipy!~X!
D ~5!

and theg values are approximately calculated as

gi'ge~a21b21c2!, ~6a!

g''gi22gebd22gece. ~6b!

The values ofb and c are almost the same as in the sing
occupieds orbital in the scalar relativistic calculation, sinc
nloaded 12 Aug 2011 to 130.37.94.98. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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there is only small mixing ofp character. The bonding in
this orbital between the metalpz and X pz orbitals implies
thatb andc have opposite signs. From Table II approxima
values forb2 andc2 can be obtained. Thep character of the
calculated spinor is almost solely due to the admixture by
spin-orbit coupling of the highest fully occupiedp orbital.
This means that the relative magnitude and sign ofd ande
are the same as in this bondingp orbital, whered ande have
the same sign, and wheree is roughly twice as large asd. For
BO, AlO, and BS, the largest contribution to the couplin
matrix element comes from the spin-orbit interaction mat
element between the O~S! ps character of the singly occu
pieds orbital and the O~S! pp character of the highest fully
occupiedp orbital. The spin-orbit interaction is destabilizin
in this case, thusc ande have the opposite sign as in ap3/2,1/2

spinor. Using the arguments previously given, based on
relative phases betweenc and b and betweene and d that
follow from the chemical bonding interactions, this mea
that b and d have the same sign. For the calculation ofg'

both ce and bd are of equal importance, but they are
opposite sign, making it hard to predict beforehand what
sign of Dg' will be. If we assume that the ratio betweend
and e is almost the same for BO, AlO, and BS, we ca
qualitatively understand the sign ofDg' . Here it should be
added that the sign ofDg' for AlO does depend on the siz
of the basis set used. For AlO the absolute value ofDg' is
relatively small.

For GaO and InO the situation is different. Here sp
orbit interaction is strongest between the~relatively small!
metal ps character of the singly occupieds orbital and the
~relatively small! metalpp character of the highest fully oc
cupiedp orbital. Again the spin-orbit interaction destabilize
the unpaired electron orbital~spinor!, but now this means
that b andd have opposite signs. Using the arguments giv
above this means thatc ande have the same sign. Now bot
in the singly occupieds orbital as well as in the fully occu-
piedp orbital the oxygenp character is larger than the met
p character. This means thatce is larger in magnitude than
be, and sincece is positive, from Eq.~6! it follows thatDg'

is negative.
For RhC spin-orbit interaction is strongest between

~relatively small! rhodium ds character of the singly occu
pied s orbital and the~relatively small! rhodiumdp charac-
ter of the lowest unoccupiedp orbital. The spinor withj z

511/2 is approximately

S as~Rh!1bdz2~Rh!1cpz~C!

d~dxz1 idyz!~Rh!1e~px1 ipy!~C!
D ~7!

and theg values are approximately calculated as

gi'ge~a21b21c2!, ~8a!

g''gi22A3gebd22gece. ~8b!

Spin-orbit interaction stabilizes the unpaired electron orb
~spinor!, which means thatb andd have the same sign as i
a d3/2,1/2 spinor, and if one neglects thece term one would
expect a negativeDg' . However, a positiveDg' is calcu-
lated which is due to the~much! larger carbonp character
than metald character in the orbitals considered. In bo
orbitals thep and d contributions are antibonding, whic
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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means thatb andc have the same sign, andd ande have the
opposite sign. Thusce is negative. It turns out that the ab
solute value ofce is larger thanA3bd, which explains the
calculated positiveDg' .

The Dg values for the group 13~Sc, Y, La! oxides are
relatively small. This can be understood if we consider t
in these molecules the singly occupieds orbital in the scalar
relativistic calculations only has small metalp andd charac-
ter, and thep orbitals do not lie very close in energy. Th
unpaired electron resulting from the spin-orbit coupled eq
tion has~small! p character that is due to severalp orbitals,
both occupied and unoccupied, in the scalar relativistic c
culation. We do not give a more quantitative analysis, si
it is relatively complicated.

As a general comment on Table III, we note that t
calculated values are reasonably close to the experimen
determined values and that the ordering of theg values, i.e.,
g' versusgi is almost always reproduced in the calculation
The errors in theg' component are in general larger tha
those in thegi component and show mostly negative dev
tion in the calculated values. Systematic errors cannot
found in thegi component, which shows both positive an
negative deviations within the different series of compoun

C. The hyperfine A tensor

Results of the theoreticalA tensor components are give
in Table IV, for all the molecules considered. Experimenta
determinedA values~rare gas matrix or/and gas phase! are
reported for comparison.39,20,2The gradient corrected densit
functional Becke88 Perdew86 has been used in unrestri
relativistic scalar ZORA calculations. The effects due
spin-orbit coupling are therefore neglected, while sp
polarization effects are taken into account.

In the group 12 compounds~MX, with M 5Zn, Cd, Hg
and X5H, F, Ag, CN! we can, for a given M, consider th
variation of theA values along the series of the ligands
and we can check to what extent the trends in the sin
occupied orbital composition, shown in Table II, explain t
experimental observations. Since the singly occupied m
lecular orbital~SOMO! is antibonding between thes AO ~or
MO! on X and thens on M, the bonding combination
being fully occupied, we expect that with increasing ele
tronegativity of X the bonding orbital becomes more fu
s AO ~or MO! of X and the SOMO gets morens character
of M or, in other words, the spin becomes more localized
M. As a consequence, the isotropic hyperfine interact
Aiso5(2A'1Ai)/3 should increase. For the dipolar ter
(Adip5(Ai2A')/3), the trend in Mnp character of the
SOMO should be considered.

For the M hyperfine splitting in the series H, F, Ag, CN
we note that the M splittings are rather isotropic,Ai andA'

being quite close. This is in agreement with the largens and
small np content of the SOMO. There is increasing ele
tronegativity of X in the order Ag,H,CN,F as reflected,
for instance, in the calculated hyperfine interactions at
This trend, shown by the scalar unrestricted calculations
similarly followed by the experimental values~see Table
IV !. In terms of isotropic contribution to the hyperfine spl
nloaded 12 Aug 2011 to 130.37.94.98. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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ting, the expected trend is nicely reproduced: the isotro
Aiso value increases with the Mns character of the SOMO
in the order, Ag, H, CN, F. For instance, for Zn the calc
latedns character on the metal is 19%, 42%, 56%, and 7
for X5Ag, H, CN, F, respectively, and the correspondi
calculated isotropicAiso values are 357, 561, 1045, and 122
MHz, respectively. A similar trend is found for Cd and H
The reason that the calculatedAiso values are not exactly
proportional to the calculatedns characters of the SOMO

TABLE IV. Results of unrestricted scalar relativistic ZORA calculations f
hyperfine parameters~in MHz! in the compounds and experimental da
considered.

MX ~Y! Ai~M! A'~M! Ai~X! A'~X!

67Zn1H scalar 603 540 543 543
expa ••• ••• 485 487

111Cd1H scalar 23698 23368 575 578
expa 4358 3966 515 515

199Hg1H scalar 7430 6792 736 746
expa 7790 6608 707 711

67Zn19F scalar 1250 1210 812 254
expa ••• ••• 673 143

111Cd19F scalar 27833 27654 831 2139
expa ••• ••• 670 64

199Hg19F scalar 18415 18085 1408 2387
expa 22622 21880 1344 195

67Zn107Ag scalar 371 350 21296 21297
expa ••• ••• 1324 1324

111Cd107Ag scalar 22322 22198 21279 21280
expa 2180 1990 1327 1327

199Hg107Ag scalar 3822 3640 21517 21517
expa 3130 2520 1562 1562

67Zn13CN scalar 1080 1027 278 240
111Cd13CN scalar 26895 26641 277 236

expa 7890 7558 ••• •••
199Hg13CN scalar 15543 15032 412 347

expa 16770 15390 ••• •••

45Sc17O scalar 1970 1910 221.4 221.0
expb 1997 1923 19.6 20.7

89Y17O scalar 2809 2790 218.3 217.9
expb 791 763 16.8 16.8

139La17O scalar 3697 3641 211.2 29.8
expb 3724 3630 ,10 ,10

11B17O scalar 1046 961 254 17
expc 1082 1000 243 27

27Al17O scalar 722 552 2105 75
expc 851 682 298 52

69Ga17O scalar 1361 995 2155 95
expc 1736 1356 2145 85

115In17O scalar 1696 1165 2166 93
expc 1728 1188 2228 166

11B33S scalar 838 744 49 221
expa 853 767 ••• 16

105Pd1H scalar 2969 2881 130 117
expa 867 801 103 106

103Rh13C scalar 21087 21070 90 42
expa 1113 1089 89 55

aExperimental values taken from Ref. 39.
bExperimental values taken from Ref. 2.
cExperimental values taken from Ref. 20.
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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has to do with the limitations of the Mulliken populatio
analysis used in Table II.

When looking at the dipolar contribution to the hyperfi
splitting, the M np character of the SOMO does not com
pletely agree with the calculated trend. For a given M, thenp
content of the SOMO increases according to F,Ag,CN,H
~see Table II!, whereas the calculated~and the experimental!
Adip dipolar term increases following the sequen
Ag,F,CN,H. For Zn, the calculated dipolarAdip values
are 7, 13, 18, and 21 MHz in the order X5Ag, F, CN, H; for
Cd, the calculated dipolarAdip values are241, 260, 285,
and2110 MHz, and for Hg 61, 110, 170, 213 MHz, in th
same X order. The difference in ordering in the results
X5Ag and F can presumably be ascribed to the qualita
nature of the Mulliken population analysis used in Table

Let us consider now the trend in the X hyperfine splitti
~hfs! when the metal M is varied in the series Zn, Cd, H
We note that changes of X hfs along the ZnX, CdX, Hg
series are not so large and particularly for H and Ag theA
tensor is very isotropic, as expected from the ligandns con-
tribution to the SOMO~the Ag 5p contribution to the SOMO
is very small!. For H, the calculatedAiso is 543, 577, and 743
MHz in the sequence M5Zn, Cd, Hg and for Ag the sam
Aiso term is21297,21280, and21517 MHz in the same M
order. Clearly the results for Zn and Cd are rather com
rable but there is an evident change when going to Hg.
F and CN this change is even more striking: for F t
calculatedAi value is 812, 831, and 1408 MHz in the seri
M5Zn, Cd, Hg, and for C the calculatedAiso is 253, 250,
and 369 MHz in the same M series. The ‘‘special’’ case
Hg is due to a relativistic effect~see Sec. III F!.

Table IV shows that among the four ligands consider
the fluorineA tensor is the most anisotropic. The fluorineA
tensor also deviates very much from the 2 to 1 ratio forAi to
A' expected for a pureps electron. On the other hand, the
is no evidence of significant fluorine 2s contribution to the
SOMO. The significant isotropicAiso values of 235, 184, and
211 MHz, in the series M5Zn, Cd, Hg are caused by th
spin-polarization effects in the 2s and 1s F orbitals. The
opposite polarizations of inner shells and their relativ
large contributions to the contact term have been noted
discussed before.40–43The signs ofAi andA' for F could not
be determined from the available experimental data.44,45 The
assumption was made that they are both positive, thus
plying that the major contribution to the hyperfine interacti
is direct admixture of fluorine 2s and 2ps orbitals, rather
than a spin-polarization mechanism. However, our calcu
tions suggest thatAi and A' are of opposite sign. As in
previous studies on TiF3 ,43 the spin polarization of the inne
shells~even the lowest occupied 1s shell!! on fluorine is very
important, both for the anisotropic and the isotropic parts
the hyperfine tensor.

Finally, Table IV shows that the13C hfs in the CN ligand
series Zn, Cd, Hg compounds is quite isotropic. We can
derstand this if we consider that the CN 5s orbital entering
the SOMO is localized mainly on the C atom and contain
large contribution from C 2s orbital, with minor 2ps per-
centage.

In the group 3 oxides~BO, AlO, GaO, InO, one sulfide
nloaded 12 Aug 2011 to 130.37.94.98. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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BS!, the calculated hyperfine interactions are in rather go
agreement with experiment, as we can see from Table
notably also at the oxygen. Exceptions are represented by
hfs at Ga in GaO and the hfs at O in InO. Of course, for
heavier systems, like InO and GaO, the effect of spin-o
coupling has to be considered to make definite stateme
The calculated M dipolarAdip values, which mainly reflect
the M np SOMO content, are very close to the experimen
values as shown in Table V, where a comparison with n
relativistic UB3LYP20 @or configuration interaction~CI!#38

calculations is also reported. It is interesting to note that
the metalAiso values our method gives better agreement w
experiment than the methods used in Refs. 20 and 38.

The larger boronAiso in BO ~989 MHz! compared to BS
~775 MHz! agrees with the calculated larger boron 2s char-
acter in BO compared to BS~see Table II!. On the other
hand, in the group 3 oxide series the oxygen hyperfine s

TABLE V. Comparison between the unrestricted scalar relativistic ZO
calculations, UB3LYP~or CI! calculations and experimental data~neon and
argon matrices, gas phase! for hyperfine parameters~in MHz! in the group 3
and 13 oxides.

MX ~Y! Aiso~M! Adip~M! Aiso~X! Adip~X!

11B17O scalar 989 28 27 224

CIa 1080 26 220 216

expb~neon matrix! 1033 25 219 212

expb~gas phase! 1027.4 27.1 ••• •••
27Al17O scalar 609 57 15 260

UB3LYPb 540 61 9 265

expb~neon matrix! 766 52 2 250

expb~gas phase! 738.0 56.4 ••• •••
69Ga17O scalar 1117 122 12 283

UB3LYPb 648 123 2 289

expb~neon matrix! 1483 127 8 277
115In17O scalar 1342 177 7 286

UB3LYPb 523 173 24 290

expb~neon matrix! 1368 180 35 2131

45Sc17O scalar 1930 20.0 221.1 20.1

UB3LYPc 1878 20.3 216.9 0.4

expc~neon matrix! 2018~1! 24.7~4! 220.3~3! 0.4~2!

expc

~argon matrix!
2005~1! 26.3~6! 218.9~4! 0.7~3!

expc~gas phase! 1947.3 24.8 ••• •••
89Y17O scalar 2796 26.3 218.0 20.1

UB3LYPc 2675 26.3 212.8 0.2

expc~neon matrix! 2807.5~4! 29.5~3! 216.8~2! 0.0~2!

expc

~argon matrix!
2801.~1! 210.3~7! 215.1 0.0~3!

expc~gas phase! 2772.4 29.4 ••• •••
139La17O scalar 3660 18.7 210.3 20.5

UB3LYPc 2502 13.6 24.7 21.2

expc~neon matrix! 3751~5! 29~4! ~210! '0

expc

~argon matrix!
3691~6! 32~5! ~215! '0

expc~gas phase! 3662.1 31.5 ••• •••

aTheoretical values taken from Ref. 38.
bExperimental and theoretical values taken from Ref. 20.
cExperimental and theoretical values taken from Ref. 2.
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE VI. Results of restricted~R! ZORA ~including spin-orbit coupling!, restricted~R! and unrestricted~U! scalar relativistic ZORA calculations for
hyperfine parameters~in MHz!.

MX Ai~M! A'~M! Ai~X! A'~X! MX Ai~M! A'~M! Ai~X! A'~X!
67Zn1H spin orbit R 678 600 433 427
scalar R 676 605 433 428
scalar U 603 540 543 543

111Cd1H spin orbit R 24389 23853 431 428
scalar R 24326 23957 433 431
scalar U 23698 23368 575 578

199Hg1H spin orbit R 10530 8262 533 532
scalar R 9837 9106 557 559
scalar U 7430 6792 736 746

67Zn19F spin orbit R 1248 1198 801 235
scalar R 1247 1200 796 223
scalar U 1250 1210 812 254

111Cd19F spin orbit R 27992 27719 797 2151
scalar R 27964 27756 779 2108
scalar U 27833 27654 831 2139

199Hg19F spin orbit R 20340 19558 1387 2687
scalar R 20248 19838 1219 2305
scalar U 18415 18085 1408 2387

67Zn107Ag spin orbit R 393 365 21282 21278
scalar R 392 368 21281 21279
scalar U 371 350 21296 21297

111Cd107Ag spin orbit R 22557 22346 21250 21247
scalar R 22528 22388 21251 21249
scalar U 22322 22198 21279 21280

199Hg107Ag spin orbit R 4827 4106 21462 21459
scalar R 4570 4356 21479 21477
scalar U 3822 3640 21517 21517

67Zn13C14N spin orbit R 1071 1006 257 214
scalar R 1069 1010 257 215
scalar U 1080 1027 278 240

111Cd13C14N spin orbit R 26989 26603 249 203
scalar R 26948 26672 250 205
scalar U 26895 26641 277 236

199Hg13C14N spin orbit R 16909 15403 344 273
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scalar R 16580 16008 356 289
scalar U 15543 15032 412 347

45Sc17O spin orbit R 1951 1910 224.8 223.6
scalar R 1952 1912 224.8 223.6
scalar U 1970 1910 221.4 221.0

89Y17O spin orbit R 2807 2792 221.5 220.4
scalar R 2811 2798 221.6 220.6
scalar U 2809 2790 218.3 217.9

139La17O spin orbit R 3742 3691 214.5 213.0
scalar R 3733 3699 214.7 212.7
scalar U 3697 3641 211.2 29.8

11B17O spin orbit R 912 814 251 9
scalar R 912 816 251 9
scalar U 1046 961 254 17

27Al17O spin orbit R 814 639 2107 48
scalar R 813 645 2110 53
scalar U 722 552 2105 75

69Ga17O spin orbit R 2048 1668 2170 118
scalar R 2049 1663 2146 69
scalar U 1361 995 2155 95

115In17O spin orbit R 2966 2400 2221 209
scalar R 2967 2402 2147 71
scalar U 1696 1165 2166 95

11B33S spin orbit R 704 596 52 29
scalar R 702 600 54 211
scalar U 838 744 49 221

105Pd1H spin orbit R 2997 2996 130 107
scalar R 21013 2947 135 119
scalar U 2969 2881 130 117

103Rh13C spin orbit R 21077 21069 91 63
scalar R 21077 21071 94 54
scalar U 21087 21070 90 42
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ting is rather anisotropic. As already noticed in Ref. 20,
oxygen 2s character in the SOMO is nearly zero for all fo
MO radicals. Table II shows that going from BO to InO th
oxygen 2ps character increases. Therefore, the isotro
contribution to the oxygenA tensor is expected to be ver
small, whereas the dipolar contribution is expected to
crease down the group. Actually, this expectation is c
firmed by the results reported in Table V. They are in rat
good agreement with experiment, except for InO, where
effect of spin-orbit coupling is important~see Table VI!.

For group 13 oxides~ScO, YO, LaO!, the agreemen
with experiment is generally good~as shown in Table IV!
both for the metal and the oxygen. Since the SOMO can
essentially described as a metalns,nps ,(n21)ds hybrid
~see Table II!, with a very small oxygen contribution, w
expect the oxygen hyperfine splittings to be quite small.
deed, as shown in Table IV, the O hfs is small in all m
ecules, with a decreasing trend down the group, and it is
isotropic. This means that, since a single 2p unpaired elec-
tron on O gives much larger and anisotropic hfs, the v
small participation of the oxygen to the SOMO takes pla
through ans orbital, as confirmed by orbital compositio
analysis. It is evident that these compounds are very io
with a quite large negative charge on O, and for all th
e
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-
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e

molecules the unpaired electron resides almost entirely
the metal atom.

Since the SOMO is mostly the valences orbital of the
metal, the isotropic term of the metalA tensor is by far larger
than the dipolar term, as we can see from Table V. It
interesting to compare our results with the metal and oxy
hyperfine splittings measured in neon and argon matrice
gas phase and calculated by the UB3LYP method. Th
values are summarized in Table V. For the metal, o
method reproduces theAiso experimental value better tha
the UB3LYP method used in Ref. 2 in all three molecule
while for Adip our results are closer to the UB3LYP value
than to the experimental values. It should be noted that r
tivistic effects are very important for LaO~see Table VIII!.
These are not included in the UB3LYP calculations repor
in Ref. 2.

For the oxygen, again a better agreement of our res
with experiment can be found for theAiso value. For theAdip

we find very good agreement with experiment, namely t
the magnitude of these values is very small~nearly zero! in
all cases.

Of course, when we compare calculated values to
periment, the effects of the ‘‘inert’’ rare gas matrix should
taken into account. As seen from the metal oxide data sho
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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in Table V, the matrixAdip parameter for the metal is equiva
lent to the gas phase measurement within the experime
uncertainty, whereas neon matrix values ofAiso for metals
exceed the gas phase by approximately 1%–4%. It wo
appear that the repulsive interactions with the neon ma
atoms cause the electron density to increase in the vicinit
the metal atom and thereby increase the isotropic spin d
sity at the nucleus. Therefore, when comparing the ca
lated and the experimental neon matrixAiso values, this ‘‘ex-
tra’’ discrepancy has to be considered.

The last two molecules whose hyperfine splittings
analyze are PdH and RhC. As shown in Table IV, the agr
ment with experiment is very good, both for the metal a
for the ligand. For PdH, which has the unpaired electron i
s orbital of Pd 4dz2, Pd 5s and H 1s character~see Table
II !, we expect an isotropic hfs for hydrogen and an ani
tropic A tensor for Pd, with a largeAiso contribution. This is
indeed what can be found in Table II. On the other hand
the H 1s character for PdH of the SOMO is compared to th
of ZnH, which is close, one would also expect a simi
hydrogen hyperfine interaction, whereas the calculated
drogen hyperfine interaction in ZnH is much larger than
one in PdH. Again we describe this discrepancy to the lim
tations of the Mulliken method that was used for the com
sition of the SOMO in Table II.

For RhC, with the unpaired electron in as orbital of
mostly Rh 5s character~56%! and in addition Rh 4dz2, and
C 2pz character, theA tensor should be isotropic for th
metal and anisotropic for the carbon atom, with a largeAiso

term for Rh and a considerableAdip term for C. Again, the
expectations are confirmed by the data in Table IV.

Of course, we expect thatA values are sensitive to th
molecular geometry, which could be particularly importa
in view of the not completely satisfactory results, for i
stance, for the group 12 atoms~Zn, Cd, Hg! which are bound
to fluorine, for which a geometry optimization had to b
performed. Therefore, an investigation of the interdep
dence between structural changes and hyperfineA values
should be undertaken. For this purpose, the series of gro
oxides and BS have been chosen as the most suitable s
since they give reasonableg tensor components and hype
fine parameters with the experimentally determined bo
lengths. Geometry optimization calculations have been d
on this series, and at the optimized bond lengthsg and A
tensor calculations have been carried out. By comparing
results to the experimental values, the theoretical bond
tances appeared to be reliable for all the compounds con
ered and, comparing the magnetic property results with
data reported in Table III and IV, neitherg tensor compo-
nents nor the hyperfine parameters showed significant va
tions. Analogously, we checked that there is a similar sm
effect of changing the geometries on the magnetic prope
in the other compounds by adding 0.01 Å to the optimiz
bond distances of the group 12 atom fluoride series~ZnF,
CdF, HgF!. We conclude that the hyperfineA tensor compo-
nents depend only slightly on the bond lengths in the co
pounds investigated.
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D. Spin-orbit versus spin-polarization effects

In order to assess the relative importance of the sp
orbit and the spin-polarization effects, separate relativis
ZORA calculations have been performed. The reason is
at present these two effects cannot be treated simultaneo
in the ADF code, but also we are interested in compar
their contributions in the various series of compounds
investigated. In Table VI results of restricted~R! relativistic
ZORA spin-orbit ~only spin-orbit effects included!, unre-
stricted~U! relativistic ZORA scalar~only spin-polarization
effects included!, and restricted~R! relativistic ZORA scalar
~spin-orbit and spin-polarization effects not included! calcu-
lations for hyperfine parameters in all the series of co
pounds considered are compared.

For the group 3 oxides~and BS sulfide! we have already
seen that the deviations of theg tensors from the free-
electronge value are small. We may therefore expect a ne
ligible spin-orbit effect on the hyperfineA values. This can
be investigated by comparing the spin-orbit restricted a
scalar restricted sets of data in Table VI. With the only e
ception of theA values relative to the oxygen in the InO
molecule~and, to a smaller extent, theA values of the oxy-
gen in the GaO! the two sets of data do not show variation o
passing from a spin-orbit restricted treatment to a scalar
stricted one. On the other hand, when going to a scalar
restricted approach a substantial change can be found
cause of the spin-polarization effects.

Focusing on the group 12 atom series~Zn, Cd, Hg! we
note that, for most of these molecules, the largest differen
arise between the scalar unrestricted and scalar restricte
sults. This means that overall the spin-polarization effects
the most important effects in this series. The spin-orbit c
pling effects are only non-negligible for the Hg compound
In particular, for HgH, the HgAi andA' components show
a larger variation due to spin-polarization effects but als
non-negligible variation due to spin-orbit effects~see the dif-
ference between spin-orbit restricted and scalar restric
data!. Besides, while the spin-polarization effects lead theAi

andA' values closer to the experimental data, although
derestimating them, at the same time they worsen the ag
ment between the calculated and the experimentalA tensor
anisotropy (Ai2A'). Therefore, the HgH molecule repre
sents a case where both spin-polarization and spin-orbit
fects should be taken into account simultaneously, as it is
yet clear how the two effects are related~presumably they
are not additive!. For HgF, the spin-polarization effects a
again the most important, both for the metal and the liga
but for Hg they give rise to worse agreement with expe
ment than the spin-orbit results. The fluorineA tensor is
more difficult to analyze, since experimentally only the a
solute signs of the parallel and perpendicular components
measured. It is interesting to note that considering the fl
rine A tensor in HgF for theA' component the spin-orbi
effects are considerably larger than the spin-polarization
fects. Comparing the HgAg molecule spin-orbit and sp
polarization effects, we note that the spin-polarization effe
are more important; the largest differences can be obse
between the scalar restricted and scalar unrestricted va
However, substantial spin-orbit effects are indicated by
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE VII. Dependence of hyperfine parameters of the diatomic metal fluorides series on the exch
correlation functional~in MHz!.

MX GGA gi g' Ai~M! A'~M! Ai~X! A'~X!

67Zn19F Becke88 Perdew86 spin orbit 2.0020 1.9955
scalar 1250 1210 812 254

PW86x Perdew86 spin orbit 2.0020 1.9960
scalar 1198 1158 904 231

PW91x PW91c spin orbit 2.0020 1.9956
scalar 1254 1214 803 249

PW86x PW91c spin orbit 2.0020 1.9961
scalar 1206 1167 877 231

Becke88 LYP spin orbit 2.0020 1.9957
scalar 1237 1196 879 231
expa 2.002~1! 1.996~1! ••• ••• 673 143

111Cd19F Becke88 Perdew86 spin orbit 2.0014 1.9809
scalar 27833 27654 831 2139

PW86x Perdew86 spin orbit 2.0014 1.9815
scalar 27409 27237 927 2106

PW91x PW91c spin orbit 2.0014 1.9813
scalar 27862 27684 825 2133

PW86x PW91c spin orbit 2.0014 1.9815
scalar 27476 27306 898 2103

Becke88 LYP spin orbit 2.0014 1.9813
scalar 27685 27504 903 2118
expa 2.001~3! 1.985~2! ••• ••• 670 64

199Hg19F Becke88 Perdew86 spin orbit 1.9883 1.9362
scalar 18415 18085 1408 2387

PW86x Perdew86 spin orbit 1.9880 1.9398
scalar 17508 17189 1530 2288

PW91x PW91c spin orbit 1.9886 1.9376
scalar 18586 18257 1400 2376

PW86x PW91c spin orbit 1.9883 1.9894
scalar 17738 17419 1510 2288

Becke88 LYP spin orbit 1.9880 1.9398
scalar 18065 17730 1488 2337
expa 1.993~1! 1.961~1! 22622 21880 1344 195

aExperimental values taken from Ref. 39.
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difference between the spin-orbit restricted and the sc
restricted data both for the silverA values and for the mer
cury A values. As a result, if only spin-polarization effec
are included, the silverA values are underestimated wi
respect to the experimental values, while the mercuryA val-
ues are overestimated. Finally, in the HgCN molecule,
both the mercuryA values and the carbonA values, the spin-
polarization effects are the largest, but again the spin-o
effects are also non-negligible.

For group 13~Sc, Y, La! oxides, allg values are close to
the free-electronge value, thus leading us to expect neg
gible spin-orbit effects on the hyperfineA values. Indeed,
Table VI shows that there is very little variation if a com
parison is made of the spin-orbit restrictedA values with the
scalar restricted ones, both for the metal and for the oxyg
When going to the scalar unrestricted approach a change
be observed because of the spin-polarization effects, whic
rather modest for these compounds.

In the ‘‘special’’ molecules PdH and RhC both spi
orbit and spin-polarization effects enter theA values for the
ligands~H and C! and for Pd, while for Rh only spin polar
ization affects theA values.
 to 130.37.94.98. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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E. Performance of different exchange-correlation
functionals

Table VII gives theg values, and the metal and ligan
hyperfine parameters for the three group 12 metal fluor
molecules~ZnF, CdF, HgF! and for the five functionals of
this study ~Becke88 Perdew86, PW86x Perdew86, PW9
PW91c, PW86x PW91c, and Becke88 LYP combinations! in
comparison with experiment. We chose the Zn, Cd, and
fluorides because we obtained the ‘‘worst’’ results for th
series. This investigation focuses on compounds with
SOMO mainly localized on the metal, therefore the spin d
sities at the ligand nuclei are much smaller than those at
metal nuclei. This places considerable demand on the c
putational approach to describe the subtle delocalization
spin density to the ligands and the spin-polarization effe
Besides, relativistic effects, considered here by means of
scalar ZORA unrestricted approach, may have a n
negligible influence on the small ligand hyperfine value
Concerning the dependence of the ESRg and A tensor pa-
rameters on the exchange-correlation potential, from Ta
VII it is striking that the difference between these ‘‘sta
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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dard’’ functionals is not significant. No functional appears
give superior agreement with experiment; they all perfo
comparably.

F. Relativistic effects

It is well established that for heavy elements relativis
effects are important for obtaining good agreement with
periment. Therefore we expect that relativistic effects
have an influence on the Ag, Hg, La, In, Pd, Rh~probably
also for Cd, Y, and Ga! hyperfine parameters in the corr
sponding series. Table VIII shows a comparison between
unrestricted relativistic scalar ZORA and the unrestric
nonrelativistic ~NR! results for all the compounds consid

TABLE VIII. Comparison between unrestricted scalar relativistic ZOR
and unrestricted nonrelativistic~NR! calculations of hyperfine parameter
~in MHz!.

MX Ai~M! A'~M! Ai~X! A'~X!

67Zn1H scalar 603 540 543 543
NR 574 512 512 512

111Cd1H scalar 23698 23368 575 578
NR 23042 22737 486 487

199Hg1H scalar 7430 6792 736 746
NR 4098 3595 471 473

67Zn19F scalar 1250 1210 812 254
NR 1168 1130 748 228

111Cd19F scalar 27833 27654 831 2139
NR 26066 25905 653 267

199Hg19F scalar 18415 18085 1408 2387
NR 8596 8364 695 289

67Zn107Ag scalar 371 350 21296 21297
NR 289 267 2957 2958

111Cd107Ag scalar 22322 22198 21279 21280
NR 21677 21546 2890 2890

199Hg107Ag scalar 3822 3640 21517 21517
NR 2314 2121 2902 2903

67Zn13CN scalar 1080 1027 278 240
NR 1011 959 260 225

111Cd13CN scalar 26895 26641 277 236
NR 25380 25148 226 194

199Hg13CN scalar 15543 15032 412 347
NR 7373 6995 233 201

45Sc17O scalar 1970 1910 221.4 221.0
NR 1959 1901 220.8 220.4

89Y17O scalar 2809 2790 218.3 217.9
NR 2716 2699 216.1 216.1

139La17O scalar 3697 3641 211.2 29.8
NR 1798 1705 220.2 222.7

11B17O scalar 1046 961 254 17
NR 1048 963 254 17

27Al17O scalar 722 552 2105 75
NR 731 561 2104 75

69Ga17O scalar 1361 995 2155 95
NR 1354 992 2148 93

115In17O scalar 1696 1165 2166 93
NR 1568 1065 2150 89

11B33S scalar 838 744 49 221
NR 840 746 49 221

105Pd1H scalar 2969 2881 130 117
NR 2714 2622 233 228

103Rh13C scalar 21087 21070 90 42
NR 2875 2859 71 16
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ered. These hyperfine parameters are calculated with exa
the same basis set in the relativistic and nonrelativistic ca
and with exactly the same points in the numerical integ
tion. This is done in order to ensure a high accuracy in
calculation of the relativistic effects. As expected, the larg
relativistic effects are found for the heavier elements pre
ously mentioned. The relativistic results are in closer agr
ment with the experimental values and are larger than
nonrelativistic results: of about 9% for In, ranging from 65
~in HgAg! to 115%~in HgF! for Hg, ranging from 35%~in
ZnAg! to 68% ~in HgAg! for Ag, about 105% for La, 40%
for Pd, 25% for Rh, and 13% for Y.

The trend in the ligand hyperfine splitting when th
metal M is varied in the series Zn, Cd, Hg is investigated
more detail. In the relativistic calculations it was found th
when M is Zn or Cd the results are rather comparable,
when M is Hg there is an evident change. Of importance
the relativistic stabilization of the Hg 6s, which will increase
the Hg 6s character in the fully occupied bonding orbit
~bonding orbital of Hg 6s with thes AO of X!, decrease its
character in the SOMO, and hence increase the Xs AO
content of the SOMO. The influence of the relativistic effec
can be determined by looking at the nonrelativistic un
stricted results for theA tensor components calculated for th
group 12 compounds, shown in Table VIII. Indeed, at t
NR level the H hfs has no break for the HgH case, with t
calculatedAi value of 512, 486, and 471 MHz in the se
quence M5 Zn, Cd, Hg. The same is true for the ligand h
of the other ligands F, CN, and Ag~see Table VIII!. Of
course, we are now talking about a ‘‘secondary’’ relativis
effect, which is the only relativistic effect for the nonrelativ
istic atoms H, F, and CN. For Ag there is in addition
primary relativistic effect on the Ag hfs. Similarly, the rela
tivistic ‘‘change of covalency’’ effect in the Hg compound
is also present in the total relativistic effect for the Hg h
but then of course also direct relativistic effects are large

Another example where scalar relativistic effects are i
portant for the hyperfine parameters of the ligand is PdH.
this molecule, the relativistic effects on theA values for hy-
drogen are even larger than those for Pd:244% versus 40%,
respectively. Finally, it is interesting to note that there a
only two cases where relativistic effects significantly redu
the A values with respect to the nonrelativistic calculation
namely in the oxygen hfs of LaO~245%! and in the H hfs of
PdH ~244%!.

Thus, significant relativistic contributions, not only d
rect but also ‘‘secondary,’’ to the hyperfine parameters
calculated and their inclusion~even when discussing th
ligand hyperfine parameters if the ligand is bound to a he
element! has to be considered.

IV. CONCLUSION

The present investigation shows the DFT relativis
regular approximation~ZORA! approach to be a promisin
tool in the quantitative calculation of ESR parameters
metal systems. For a number of small metal molecules, c
sidered as test cases, density functional calculations h
been performed for the evaluation of the magnetic inter
tions. The influence of several effects has been investiga
 or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Spin-orbit coupling has been taken into account variati
ally, in self-consistent spin-restricted DFT relativistic ZOR
calculations for theg andA tensors. Spin-polarization effect
have been included in both scalar relativistic and nonrela
istic calculations for the evaluation of the magnetic hyperfi
interaction (A tensor! in order to evaluate the importance
relativistic effects. A comparison between results of
stricted relativistic ZORA spin-orbit~only spin-orbit effects
included!, unrestricted relativistic ZORA scalar~only spin-
polarization effects included!, and restricted relativistic
ZORA scalar~spin-orbit and spin-polarization effects not in
cluded! calculations for hyperfine parameters has been
ried out with the aim of assessing the relative importance
spin-orbit and spin-polarization effects. At present in t
spin-orbit coupled equation only spin-restricted density fu
tionals are available and the simultaneous inclusion of s
orbit and spin-polarization effects is not possible yet. O
unrestricted scalar relativistic ZORA results are in go
agreement with experiment for most of the molecules st
ied, at least within the experimental uncertainty~1%–4%!
and the ‘‘inert’’ rare gas matrix effects (;10% – 15%); ex-
ceptions are represented by heavier metal systems for w
spin-orbit coupling is non-negligible for hyperfine param
eters and should be taken into account simultaneously
spin-polarization effects. The importance of spin polarizat
for the hyperfine parameters has been observed for all m
ecules. It has been shown that relativistic effects in the
culation of the hyperfine parameters are large not only for
heavy metals but also for the ligands bound to heavy
ments due to ‘‘secondary’’ effects and their inclusion is im
portant for good agreement with the experimental values
particular for Hg, Ag, La, Pd, and their correspondi
ligands. Scalar relativistic effects increase theA values con-
siderably with respect to the nonrelativistic calculations,
cept for oxygen in LaO and for hydrogen in PdH, where t
relativistic A values are reduced. Different ‘‘standard
exchange-correlation functionals are used in calculations
hyperfine parameters. They all give close results, thus sh
ing that the choice of such a functional is not critical for t
systems investigated. The trends in the singly occupied
bital composition in the compounds studied, analyzed us
a Mulliken population method, explain the trends in the e
perimental and calculated results for ESR parameters
relatively simple picture. However, the Mulliken method su
fers from basis set dependence, notably for very large b
sets, and it can therefore only be used in a qualitative w
with preferably modest size basis sets. In the actual calc
tions of the ESR parameters large all-electron basis sets
used. These are needed to describe the wave function
the magnetic nucleus accurately, which is important for
calculation of the hyperfine interaction. In the future the D
ZORA approach described above should be extended to
larger systems, with orbitally degenerate ground states
more than one unpaired electron. It will also be importan
take spin polarization in spin-orbit coupled density fun
tional calculations into account.
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